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Abstract

News Aggregator is simply an online software which collects new sto-
ries and events around the world from various sources all in one place.
News aggregator plays a very important role in reducing time consump-
tion, as all of the news that would be explored through more than one
website and social media platforms will be placed only in a single loca-
tion.Also summarizing of all of the aggregated content absolutely will save
reader’s time, instead of reading from more than one source,a summarized
page will be shown which contains the required article with the relevant
articles all in one page.The main goal of this project is to develop a news
aggregator with machine learning approach able to aggregate relevant ar-
ticles of a certain input article and summarize all this information in one
page.

1 Introduction

1.1 Background

In the last few years,The world had an incredible and huge growth of the rate of
news,so readers need to keep track of what events are happening.There are so
many examples of what was said about the news growth in the internet like the
number of people using social media and how they give their opinions through
it which will also give information, but let’s be more concentrated in the scope
of this proposal and talk about the news industry which is lately becoming all
way online,for example if you want to search about a certain event,you’ll see
lots of electronic publishers who have talked about that event or that topic and
that’s proof that electronic versions of news are getting more important than
old fashioned or traditional paper versions.So there were a lot of services were
built to satisfy the presence of the electronic versions of the news as portals
which aggregate news from plenty of sources.

Despite of the pros of the presence of lots of information to the people
through the internet,it will get us another problem which is information over-
load,there will be too much information that is in front of the user and might
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be not his interests,which we can say that our news aggregator system will solve
it by two main functionalities, the first one is that the system will have a ma-
jor requirement which is summarizing relevant articles from the various sources
talking about the event and writing this summarization in one page,which will
have a lot of pros like reducing the time of reading to the user and getting
only the useful and real news. The second requirement is knowing the user’s
interests and according to this interests the user will see a particular type of
news.There are three types of news which could be shown to the user:Personal
news,Stereotype news and Related news.

1.2 Motivation

1.3 Market Motivation

Online social networks a useful tool for collecting, aggregating and consum-
ing the specific or general contents for various purposes in a certain period of
time.Newspapers are in competition with modern online media. Among online
media sources, news aggregators appear to be the most significant. An Out-
sell report (2009), 57 percent of news media clients go to computerized sources,
and they are too more likely to turn to an aggregator 31 percent than to a news-
paper site8 percent or other news sites 18 percent.[4]

1.4 Academic Motivation

Hamborg et al. [1] accumulate news articles in HTML organize from news
websites employing a Python framework specifically scrapy. The most objec-
tive is to extract distinctive components of the web-page, such as title, the con-
tent of news, lead passage, distribution information, the news creator and the re-
lated image. Felix Hamborg, Norman Meuschke, and Bela Gipp [2] developed a
web-based system to integrate different perspective news article

1.5 Problem Definitions

1. Not all of the news aggregators have different perspectives and also not
all of them give the user variety of options through exploring, for example
some news aggregator have just the title of the event with some details,
but it would be better for the reader if he has the option of watching a
video of this story or read it in an informal way as a blog.

2. User interface and its language are also a big problem which faces a lot of
news aggregators, most of those systems are having an English language
as a major language and some of them do not have any other language,
and that will reduce a number of users who would use the system but
can’t do it because of that user interface language, so from the challenges
that this system would do it is the ability to convert from English to other
languages like Arabic for example.
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3. Taking into consideration that also accuracy enhancement is a target in
detecting and classifying articles to its categories

4. Most of the news aggregators don’t have sources Ranking System that can
avoid contradiction

2 Project Description

2.1 Objective

Our main objective is to reduce the time estimated to search for a topic at a
website as the users spend a lot of time finding articles on different websites so
they can quickly access only one article summarized and filtered. In addition,
There will be a ranking system for Websites agencies and the Relevant Articles
and Media

2.2 Scope

1. Aggregate news, articles and tweets all in one place.

2. The system will crawl the relevant articles when user input some article
to read about it.

3. Summarize the aggregated information from various sources in one page
in order to reduce reading time.

4. Adding Ranking System for the websites agencies/sources in order to avoid
contradiction of news

5. Another Ranking system for viewing the most relevant article

6. Adding the Most relevant Media(Images-Videos) through the article ac-
cording to the website agencies

2.3 Project Overview

Fast-Text was used at first which is a library for text classification and word em-
bedding which was created by Facebook.It’s used in the system for classification
a supervised data set and classifying its text.
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• The user enter an article news or search for a certain event

1. PreProcessing:

• Lowercase: used to reduce the size of the vocabulary in our data that
cause multiple copies of the same word meaning

• Stop-word Removal: Done to remove small information of a text in
order to focus on important words

• Lemmatization and Stemming: Remove inflection and map the word
into original/root form

2. Processing:

• Entities Extraction: classifying key elements from a text into pre-
defined categories

• Aggregation: Collection of ranked news articles from cloud service.

• Clustering: Finding out which articles are similar to each other then
label and group them, afterwards it send the related articles back to
prepossessing and send the labeled articles to the database

• Summarization: Getting the main and important information.

3. Output: Summarized and well classified news article for the user to read

3 Similar System Information

• Matrix-based News Aggregation: Exploring Different News Perspectives
[2]:
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1. Reducing media bias

2. The main problem is that writing and presenting the news could
affect the reader perspective

3. By using the MNA approach they explore both common and different
information in related articles

4. MNA groups news articles into the cells of a matrix spanned over two
dimensions, which are selected to maximize the expected diversity in
the resulting cells

5. MNA leads to higher accuracy for highlighting different perspectives
on topics

• The Improvement of Indonesian News Curator Classification in Twitter
[7]:

1. Twitter user as news curator would be a critical an valuable client for
making a difference news making handle particularly as news source

2. There was 2 kind of news guardians on twitter To begin with, news
story curators, news curator as human client that made tweet by
himself. The second one is, news aggregator, news curator as bot
(programmed) client that made tweet automatically from tools

3. By using API streaming and collecting 12 features ((location, fol-
lower, profile description, verified, website, URLs, mention, hashtag,
retweet, general tweet, number of RT and number of like) and saved
it in database

4. URLs feature the most effective and verified feature the lowest effec-
tiveness in our framework. For the best feature combination.

5. Help us to select the best combination of features that gives the
highest accuracy which was 95.55 percent.

• NEWSONE- AN AGGREGATION SYSTEM FOR NEWS USING WEB
SCRAPING METHOD [8]:

1. In an attempt to extract the news from multiple sites, newspapers,
magazines, and television and merge them all in a single platform. It
is also categorized into many categorize and classify them according
to the pieces of information. The aim of this project is to save readers’
time, in addition, to make them know all the information about a
specific topic with the latest news about it.

2. The web pages become full of a large amount of information which
leads to inconsistency in knowing information about a topic and not
all the websites will have the same data. Sometimes reader wastes a
lot of time without reaching the data that he wants to know.
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• Atlas: News Aggregation Service [1]:

1. The researchers aim to improve the news aggregator platform by
merging the RSS news with social media like twitter and news web-
services that provides API. This platform collects data from more
than one website and provides people to read articles in any language.
Also, they want to apply a new idea that is to create an account that
will help each reader will have his own account and he can favorite
the articles he wonders.

2. News aggregator is to drag together content from numerous channels
such as news features, articles from blogs or social systems posts but
without getting what is written in twitter and Reddit.

3. They solve it by using news web-services that supply Twitter Appli-
cation Protocol Interface so this requires the usage of HTTP requests.
Also, they apply reading articles in more than one language. They
use REST APIs to help them in creating accounts.

4. The application creates accounts for users also presents for them a lot
of options that help them to reach the article quickly. The interface
uses simple and easy components for Designing. The reader can use
the search bar that lies at the top of the page in order to filter articles
by words.

5. This project uses Twitter API and Reddit API so this will help us in
concatenate the news information with the tweets that are written
on twitter. In addition, The idea of creating an account is very good.

[5]:

• THE RISE OF THE NEWS AGGREGATOR:Legal Implications and Best
Practices. [3]:

1. According to the study and statistics, the researchers reach that the
internet has become a very important root to know the news. So
they decided to make one single platform that collects the pieces of
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information that are written on different websites.to be easy instead
of opening each website and read the news from it.

2. When the user wants to read an article, he will access a lot of sites
to know everything about it and if he used Google News or Yahoo
News, these sites wouldn’t contain all the news.

3. They invented this project that is divided into various categories to
help users to select which category they want to read in a single site
that will save users’ time.

4. Website with all information about news in summarization and the
information is analysis between different categories of news aggrega-
tors.

5. The website is divided into categories and this makes the site more
simple and easy.

3.1 Similar System Description

NewsOne is a news aggregator website, It provides a adequate way to keep up
with updates on news sites, without re-visiting news sites manually. It provides
news and content in categories (Just-In, Technology, Business and Economics,
Sports, Science, Entertainment, Health).
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3.2 Comparison with Proposed Project
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3.3 Screen Shots from previous systems

Figure 1: Atlas: News Aggregation[1]

Figure 2: PNS: A personalized news aggregator on the Web[6]
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4 Project Management and Deliverables

4.1 Tasks and Time Plan

Figure 3: Gantt Chart for time plan

4.2 Budget and Resource Costs

Our graduation project is a web application that will be accessed directly from
mobile phones,PCs or laptops and no extra budget will be needed for develop-
ment.
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